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Considered the most beautiful time of the year in my opinion; Autumn is a wonderful time to cycle
- with all of the natural colours and the slow cooling of the temperature you can really start to feel
the slowing down of your cycling adventures for another year - it’s a great time to start to reflect,
start to feel optimistic and plan for the next year..
The sounds of fallen leaves, rustling and crunching under as you press on along the ride.
Crisp mornings and colder temperatures will mean it’s time to start getting those layers
back out of the wardrobe. Best advice we can give you is layers are better than big items of
clothing, this allows you to take items off or add them back on should you need to - we all
know how the British weather likes to keep us guessing right?
Lights, colourful and reflective clothing are always suggested especially at a time where the
natural light is duller - stand out - be seen easily.
We’ve been busy here at Swindon Cycles; Summer has been glorious, with lots of happy
faces picking up new and serviced bikes - we are currently swapping out the summer stock
for that of more cooler and wetter suitable products - from Arm and leg warmers to lights
and mudguards on the shop front.. We are getting ready for the wet & the cold!
Check out this edition of Seasonz as we look at interesting pieces such as an article written
by local cycling legend Denis Hedges - “eBikes Have Kept me Cycling at 88” his personal
experiences and stories whilst getting in the assisted miles. We also have an informative
piece written by Becky Cox of the Swindon Cycle Campaign with an update on the ‘Hayes
Knoll’ Road closure, updates and season reviews regarding Team Swindon Cycles and the
local Latton 10mile TT series - find out who won the Inter-Club competition!
We’re delighted to give you a piece from Paul Ashman and his recently launched ‘Pacvelo’
Children’s cycling club along with coaching and holiday camps Paul provides to get young
riders cycling - that’s on page 8!
And of course, our resident columnist Romain writes how even though Autumn isn’t his
favourite time to ride - he’ll continue getting those miles in and recommends you keeping it
up too !
Welcome to AUTUMN 2021 Seasonz Magazine | #ForEveryCyclist

#SeasonzMagazine
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Perfect 10: a decade of Supermarine CX

Team Swindon cycles, Myles Thwaites has been a regular at the
event for a few years and so far, is having a good 2021 series.

Supermarine CX is an annual floodlit CX series, consisting of 5 races,
held at the Supermarine Rugby Club in Swindon.

Andy Smith who organises the event says "It’s a great spectator
sport, so if you want to see what it’s all about, head to Supermarine
Rugby Club on a Thursday evening". The racing starts at 19:30
each week. The last event will take place on Thursday 30th
September, which will be followed by prize giving in the Rugby
Club bar.

The series was started by Dan Smith (who else would come up with the
epic idea of CX racing in the dark, with lights). Over the years the
event has evolved, and we have been extremely lucky with the
continued commitment from our sponsors; Hargroves Cycles, Bioracer
UK and CHS Cycling Holidays Spain. We couldn’t run this event
without the support from Adam and Lee at Eventrex UK, they
seamlessly manage, online entry, timing and results.
Thursday 16th September will be the 3rd round in the series. We have
been blown away by the number of riders registering each week
coming from near and far. The course offers a variety of features,
attracting both beginners and experienced riders.
After two rounds the series leaders are, Adam Sparkes - Senior men,
Paul Lloyd - Vet men and Lindy Brazier-Larkin – Women.

Congratulations to the
Swindon Wheelers - who
won this years Latton Time
Trial Series 2021 - Inter
Club competition.
The Final Standing !

HAYES KNOLL ROAD - CLOSURE OF THROUGH-ROUTE TO VEHICLES
Hello, and welcome to my column on behalf of Swindon Cycle Campaign (SCC). SCC is a voluntary
organisation that aims to provide a voice for cycling in Swindon, working with the Council to improve cycling
provision and promoting cycling in the area. Whether you’re a seasoned racer or just discovering the joys of life
in the saddle, we aim to represent all. Here’s a couple of things to check out.
Hayes Knoll Road – Closure of through-route to vehicles If you’ve cycled out to Cricklade from Swindon
recently you’ve probably noticed the concrete blocks across the junction at Hayes Knoll Road (near the
Cricklade &amp; Blunsdon railway). Access is still avaIlable for pedestrians, cyclists and horse-riders and the
changes have created a much safer and more attractive environment. These changes are part of a temporary
trial (18 months) to improve safety at this notoriously dangerous junction and provide a quieter route for people
to enjoy by foot and bike. If you’re keen to see this made into a permanent feature it’s really important that as
many of us as possible provide positive feedback to Wiltshire Council regarding this scheme. There are a few
drivers who are not so happy to see this scheme continue and surely will be letting WC know their thoughts.
Please take 2 minutes to complete the quick feedback form here, and let’s make this positive change
permanent: TRO Consultation on Experimental Order for C70 (Hayes Knoll Road), Purton - Experimental
Prohibition of Driving (to all motor vehicles) - Wiltshire Council The quickest way to provide feedback is to
select ‘Option 3 – TRO Consultation Form’. The consultation closes in later this Autumn.
Swindon’s Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) Swindon Borough Council (SBC) has
prepared a draft Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) and are seeking your views on the
proposals identified to improve the network for cyclists and walkers across the borough for the next ten years.
Across the UK councils are producing LCWIPs and they will form an important part of the planning for cycling
in the coming years, with the aim to get more people cycling for day-to-day purposes. If you get chance,
please have a read of the document and let SBC know what you think
– Do you agree? Are their priorities right? Are there any key areas that
have missed out? For more details and to contribute, please follow
this link: Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan [LCWIP] |
Swindon Travel Choices. You have until the 27th of September to
provide your views.
Would you like to be involved in making Swindon a better place to
cycle by encouraging more people to get on their bikes? We’re
always keen to hear from local people. As a group of volunteers
we only have limited capacity and always appreciate more skills and
support. We’re particularly keen on hearing from people from diverse
backgrounds and those who ride non-standard cycles. We believe
that to create a supportive and accessible environment for cycling it
needs to be inclusive to all.
Please get in touch with us at Swindon Cycle Campaign – Increasing
the number of people cycling in the Borough of Swindon or via our
Facebook page: Swindon Cycle Campaign | Facebook

Team Swindon Cycles main focus this year was the
local Time Trial Series at Latton, a shortened series last
year due to Covid but this year a full series of 20 events
was planned.
The Latton TT Series is promoted by three local
Swindon clubs, Swindon Wheelers, Swindon Road Club
& Team Swindon Cycles to provide a weekly
competition over a distance of 10 miles, a local event,
organised by local clubs for local riders.

Special mention to new team rider Mathew Russel in his first
year riding the series made big improvements & a big
contribution to team points. Special mention to new team
rider Mathew Russel in his first year riding the series made
big improvements & a big contribution to team points.
As well as co-promoting the Latton Time Trial series Team
Swindon Cycles also promoted a 10 mile Time Trial on the
A417 Poulton course with a second event planned for
September.
Another good year for Team Swindon Cycles competing
against much larger clubs.

Keeping to a socially distanced format the local series
gained popularity with often more entries than Cycling We’re lucky enough to support two Triathletes who are really
Time Trial events which shows how popular cycling is in challenging at top levels, both here at home and with
expectations abroad too; Ben Cumberland is a young rider
the area.
Swindon Wheelers took a healthy lead in the series
aiming for a hat trick of overall team winners, Team
Swindon Cycles & Swindon Road Club had a season
long tussle for second place with Swindon Road Club
putting a big effort in the last few events whilst Team
Swindon cycles had a few absentees due to injuries &
other commitments.

who has taken multiple top spots this year within the British
Super Series, even after a heavy accident early in the season.
He’s also set sights on finishing the season strong with a trip to
Portugal and racing at the European Tri Cup Race.
Laura, who had originally set goals for the Iron Man World
Champs in Kona this year after qualifying in 2019, had it
postponed due to the pandemic turned to British races in
preparation - taking top 5 placings and a handful of silver
medals across the season along with a first at an Olympic
distance in the New Forrest by 10mins in category!

The team winner this year was Swindon Wheelers who
lifted the new trophy sponsored by local bike shop
Swindon Cycles, Swindon Road Club in second & Team We’ve enjoyed the racing in 2021 and can only be more eager
to compete in 2022 - watch this space!
Swindon Cycles in third.

Paul Ashman is a local Swindon based cycling
coach helping people of all ages develop their
cycling skills and progress as riders. In particular
he works with younger age groups through school
coaching, holiday camps and through his recently
formed PACVELO cycling club.

Holiday Camps
During the day/s there will be coaching delivered to the
children by our qualified coaches, followed by an adventure
ride out to a local country park or area.Our bike sessions
include bike maintenance and sometimes visits by cycling
specific people to tell cool stories or teach about cycling history
& culture.A Paul Ashman Cycling holiday camp would never
be complete without a visit from the famous prize box!

School Coaching

PACVELO CYCLING CLUB

Classes for nursery and reception children. Using balance
bikes gives the children that initial sense of riding a bike
without stabilisers and gaining control and balance on two
wheels.This is done through fun exciting classes using many
activities and games to keep the children engaged. Usually
delivered in groups of up to 10 and for 30/40 minutes
sessions. Classes delivered to year 1/2 aged children. The
purpose of these is to help children become more confident
riders and develop skills that would be more suited to the
open areas away from a school playground. These sessions
focus more on control and bike handling skills with emphasis
on safety. Alongside the sessions the students learn some
basic history and other key cycling skills. As school students
get older the classes can be catered through key stage 2 and
beyond into secondary school. As well as all the practical
elements there are a multitude of sessions delivered that
closely link to the school curriculum including literacy,
numeracy, art, geography and history.

The aim of the club is to take students who are keen on road
cycling to the next level, with the chance to take part in events,
sportive and even racing. The sessions will develop cycle craft,
skills, handling, endurance and all round cycling knowledge.
During the sessions there will be an element of individual and
group riding. All sessions will be run weekly at the Swindon
Athletics Club. By using this venue it is a safe all weather place
that enables all areas of coaching to take place on the track.
Being a 400 metre track enables a wide variety of activities to
be able to take place. This is an exciting new club for the
young riders of Swindon and is going from strength
to strength.

Paul Ashman
Tel: 07590 688808
paulashmancycling@gmail.com

www.paulashmancycling.com

Autumn is here… probably my least favourite season of the year - we all have one don’t we? But to support this blank statement, I have a few arguments: the days are getting shorter, the
temperature is dropping and the rain joins the party.
Don’t park the bike
With this great display, how do we actually stay motivated and keep on riding? We all know fair weather riders - I am not going to lie, I am sometimes one
of them, but come on, who enjoys riding when it is miserable outside? While some of us will park the bike until spring next year, others will use this time to
develop a new routine and keep going out on their bikes - I aim to be one of these.
4 seasons, 2 bikes
I am lucky enough to have two bikes - a road race bike for the dry days and a gravel bike for the bad weather and the occasional trails and gravel paths. My
first bike was the gravel bike. A great choice as it allows me to keep up on group rides on the road while allowing off-road excursions (to an extent, it is not
a mountain bike but still impressively capable).
If you don’t have or don’t want two bikes, a gravel bike (or any other bike for that matter) can allow you to have two bikes in one by having two sets of
wheels. For example a nice light set of fast carbon wheels fitted with thin fast rolling tyres for the summer and a cheaper and more durable aluminium
wheel set with wide gravel tyres for the winter and the trails.
Why a winter bike?
The winter bike is fitted with stronger components which cope better with the bad conditions and are cheaper to replace. It doesn’t mean you don’t look
after it but having this winter bike means that your prized possession safely hibernates and peacefully waits for next spring to arrive. As your winter bike is
more forgiving, it is not an issue to take it out in any conditions. During this season, we may still get some sunny days so it is not time yet to pack away the
summer bike but getting the winter bike ready now means that both bikes will be ready and safe to ride whatever the British weather throws at you.
One of my favourite feeling is to get back on the summer bike after many months of riding the winter bike. This feeling is indescribable. You have to live it!
Get the winter bike ready
Take the bike out of storage, wipe off the dust and make sure it is safe and in perfect working order before riding it. If you only have one bike, it is also the
perfect opportunity to get it serviced and ready for the cold months. Swindon Cycle can of course help with this - don’t hesitate to book your bike in for a
service if you want extra piece of mind.
A powerful set of front and rear lights is also a useful addition for the winter rides as the days are shorter and it may get dark quicker than expected - favour
lights with rechargeable batteries over alkaline.
I have now cleaned my winter bike, checked that it is working properly and is safe to ride. I am now ready for the the season coming up.
There is no bad weather just bad clothing
During this season, the weather can change quickly and being correctly equipped will be the difference between having fun and being miserable. I will be
riding with a vest, arm warmers, leg warmers and most likely a waterproof jacket. The point is to have many layers to adapt to the weather at any moment
- if it gets warm, remove some layers, if it gets cold or rain, layer up. Lastly, don’t disregard mudguards. I know they don’t look great on a bike but they are
useful to keep you (and your mate behind) dry.
Time to ride
Now that both bikes and the clothes are ready, it is time to call your mates and go cycle. In our small group of riders, most of us have two bikes so we still
ride during the winter. We decide which bike to take on the day but during this season, the summer bike goes out less and less as the weeks go by.
We normally try to ride twice a week. Usually once on a weeknight and once during the weekend. The Autumn is where the routine slightly changes. The
weeknight rides happen often on a Tuesday and becomes a High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT). It just means we go up and down the same hill (and
having a good chat) until we run out of juice. As the weeks go on, we can clearly see the improvement on the number of reps we are capable of doing. This
is all in the aim of improving the leg power for the nice long summer rides. The Weekend ride now happens more frequently on a Sunday morning and
must include a coffee (and cake) stop.
Pack the summer bike away
The time will soon come to park your precious summer weapon to fully ride the workhorse. The reason to have two bikes is simply to make sure the
summer bike doesn’t get deteriorated by the bad weather and road conditions over the coming months and as I mentioned earlier, looking forward to the
amazing feeling of riding it again.
As you are packing the bike away, it is the perfect time to give some TLC to the summer bike: a deep clean (literally every single component), grease where
needed and make sure everything works as expected. Once all this is done, it is wrapped and stored in a clean and safe place - “see you next year”.
There are positives in Autumn
I am aware that I didn’t make it sound a really exiting season but it is not all bad. There are many positives to look forward too. The main one is the
beautiful colours nature has to offer. Many people would argue it is the most beautiful season of the year and the best time to enjoy beautiful landscapes.
As an added bonus, the clock will go back on the 31st of October meaning this Sunday will provide an extra hour of potential riding. Let’s hope the sun
will be with us!

Electric bikes are becoming increasingly popular in the UK, we
are still a few years behind the European market however
through a recent report a study showed that 1 in 3 bikes sold are
e-Bikes. There are loads of options from folders to high end
tech road or mtb bikes. E-Bikes are being used more and more
by mountain bikers and commuters, with the current limitation
of speed being capped at 15.5mph there on out the motor will
cut out. A lot of roadies will ride over this threshold, so it’s less
attractive because ultimately for majority of the ride your just
riding a heavier bike with the benefits only
coming into play at the hills. Obviously, there
are exceptions to this - I personally would be
one, being a ‘maturer’ cyclist the electrical
assistance certainly helps on a ride to
maintain the pace and distances I’ve always
ridden.
The legal speed for eBike is 15.5pmh in the
UK and they are pedal assist only, the ‘twist
and go’ throttle style of eBike was outlawed in 2016. The motor
must also not exceed 250w of power, most motors on the
market (legal ones) will also cut out when you stop pedalling.
There are electric bikes available that do not require pedalling,
but they are classed as a motor bike and require insurance,
taxing and a vehicle registration.

fact it’s an eBike. I wasn’t trying to hide the fact it was an eBike,
but preferred the design from the aesthetic viewpoint.
Later that year, I headed to the Alpes with some friends - this
was one of the first generation Gains and not many other
eBikes on the market had such a sleek and undercover design.
The electrical system, Ebikemotion, can be controlled via one
button (pictured to the left) on the top tube or by bluetooth
linking to a hand held (phone or something like this) The system
has 3 levels of assistance and will deliver you
40NM of torque whilst on an assistance
setting.
Whilst on the trip in the Alpes; we came
across a group of Spanish ridders and they
unaware of the fact that Orbea has been
made in Spain since 1830, after chatting for
some time some of the ridders became even
more impressed with the overall bike and what
it was delivering.

On a ride up the side of Alimont Dam near Alpe Du Huez my
companion who is much younger than me and regularly races,
overtook about 30riders, he was riding close to my rear wheel
and overheard someone exclaim “Look at the old bloke - I can’t
believe it!” After I got to the top I felt a morale code to
On a personal note I have been riding and racing for many
apologies to the natural aspirated riders putting in the effort and
years, from racing road and TT’s to completing Lands End to
digging deep to complete the climb - I’d tell them I was riding
John O’groats - now that I’m 88 years young, I’m finding eBikes an eBike so not to be dishartened as I flew past them up the
great for me - I’ll still get out and use one of my normal bikes
climb.
occasionally too but the eBike provides me with a great platform
to assist me cycling the distances and speeds Id like to.
On the 9mile climb of the Col D’ Ornon, I struggled on the
non eBike on our visit in 2017 - however on the Gain; I
Our paths first crossed in 2018, I had the opportunity to test
dropped 2 of my companions - both much younger than me
ride the Orbea Gain from Swindon Cycles and after
and that had ridden many of the tough and notorious climbs in
conversations with Graham at SC, I was finding my normal
Europe - within 20 minutes.
gravel bike quite heavy and a little harder to use - so we
organised the demo and I took the Gain over to ‘Old Blunsdon’ So the GAIN helped change my cycling, but I love bikes and its
hill to see how the assistance would change / help me climb.
more than just a hobby it’s a passion - everyone knows when
After the first couple of ascents and climbs, I already knew - I
you have a passion you have multiples … wether thats a passion
was hooked, I literally flew up the hill.
for football and owning multiples of the club jerseys year on
year, or that your into comics and have lots of comic book
This particular demo bike was spot on for me and the spec list I figures - I’m passionate about cycling and no different to anyone
had created in my mind; it had single ring SRAM gears, housed else - I have multiple bikes, From carbon to alloy and lots inon an Alloy Frame and a Carbon fork. With the battery fitted
between. But now that my GAIN had changed my cycling I was
into the down tube and motor situated as the rear hub, at first
finding my once favoured Carbon road bike was being used less
glance and even at a closer glance you wouldn’t be held
and less.
accountable for missing the

So I started to look into converting it and having an electric
system implemented onto the bike - which worked out very
awkward, not structurally viable and just not worth the
investment. I was given the opportunity to purchase one of the
Orbea GAIN Carbon models and within a second of being
asked I knew my answer! I sold my original carbon road bike
and bought the Carbon GAIN, featuring Shimano’s 11speed
Ultegra group set and hydraulic disc brake system the bike even
looks like my gravel version ! I now had a set of bikes, very
similar to the usual Carbon Summer bike and Alloy Winter
hack bike most other roadies will feature in their garages except
mine are electrically assisted !
Some will say that eBikes are cheating; my combat to that
statement or opinion would be; I’m not hiding the fact they’re
assisting me - they’ve also helped to take me back, 20 years
worth of cycling - I can get a better work out, a longer and
more fuller work out including hilly routes where as before I was
having to completely research my routes to ensure I could
complete them. I’m also able to do this, ride my bike which has
filled me with so much joy over my life and still continue my life
off the bike - not effecting me physically or stopping me from
being social or missing out on any other aspect of my life. I
always talk and offer my bike as a demo to interested people
and like to spread the positive word of benefits of the eBikes. I
will often ride without the assistance on especially when riding
flat courses/roads or even if I’m getting some help from the
wind - sometimes even if I’m looking for more of a workout I’ll
just ride the bike with no power.
With careful using of the 3 power modes along with fairly even
weather and terrain - I have managed a ride of over 50miles
without running out of power,
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it all depends on how much power one uses, so how vigorously
you’re using it, what level your riding in, terrain your riding on
& even weather will/can also be a factor which ultimately equal
in the total amount of miles you could achieve with a full
charge.
As I said earlier in the column, I’d happy to promote the
positive word that eBikes are a worthy investment, a great
companion for anyone no matter your background with the
sport, really the main barrier to participating in cycling on an
eBike is the considerable investment, really eBikes will start from
£1,000 - £2,000 with a hub drive motor usually and the crank
driven motors starting £2300 and going up to where ever you’d
like to be budget wise.
I’m happy to discuss eBikes and in some cases offer a demo on
my personal bike, just contact the team at Swindon Cycles and
they will arrange an appointment.
P.s. I do not get commission - I just like talking bicycles!

Colour this picture in - send it back for the potential of winning a Children’s helmet worth up to £49.99 and the winner will also feature in
the Winter Edition ! Please bring back into store or email a scanned completed entrance to swindoncycles@yahoo.co.uk by the 10th
December 2021. T’s & C’s Apply. Applicants must be 16 years old and under. Parent / Guardian must fill out the details, we are GDPR
compliant so the details taken will only be used should we need to inform you if your the winner - all other details will be destroyed.

NAME / AGE / PARENT OR GUARDIAN EMAIL ADDRESS (ONLY FOR CONTACTING IF YOU
WIN):

